PEOPLE-PLEASING PIES

Here’s some sweet news straight from the freezer case: You can now find delicious pies made with the highest-quality ingredients and signature handmade touches. When you take home a Marie Callender’s apple pie, you’ll find fresh Fuji apples from California and Washington that are sweeter and less tart than the Granny Smith apples used in many other pies. What’s more, when it’s apple harvest time, Marie Callender’s looks to an apple expert who tastes the apples every week to ensure they’re pie-ready and perfect for picking. Many of the other fruit and cream pies also have their own special touches. For example, the Marion blackberries and raspberries in the Razzleberry pie are picked by hand and then placed into the pie crust with care. Additionally, the lemon meringue pies and chocolate satin pies are hand-decorated—to ensure perfect meringue peaks and chocolate curls. And don’t forget to top your pie with the real cream goodness of Reddi-Wip. Pick up a Marie Callender’s pie in the freezer case of a store near you.

Note To Broadcasters: Please do not broadcast this story until November 1, 2013.